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CRAFT Explorer
1.
1.1.

Introduction
Short description and definitions

CRAFT Explorer performs the evaluation of the chemical reactivity and the fate of
chemicals. To do this, a degradation pathway of a chemical is evaluated. The
degradation pathway is defined as a set of degradation reactions that a chemical
undergoes together with the ranked set of conceivable products.
The program generates all the conceivable reactions starting from the specified candidate
compound up to a certain limit. This limit is defined by the user while selecting a
likelihood model applicable to an evaluation, stop criteria defining when the program
should cancel any further degradation and a likelihood threshold.
The likelihood model, correspondingly, consists of a set of reaction rules with a
likelihood category assigned to each single rule. CRAFT Explorer comes bundled with
two likelihood models in its knowledge base.
The UM-BBD likelihood model implements the biotransformation rules defined in [Ellis
LBM, Roe D, Wackett LP (2006) "The University of Minnesota Biocatalysis/Biodegradation
Database: The First Decade," Nucleic Acids Research 34: D517-D521] and available at
[http://umbbd.msi.umn.edu]. Most of the biotransformation rules taken from UM-BBD are
implemented in the CRAFT knowledge base “as-is”, i.e. the information about the
chemical transformation, its likelihood and conditions are input into the CRAFT knowledge
base exactly as they are given on the web site of UM-BBD. Some of the rules, however,
were corrected or modified in order to better reflect the example reactions given for the
respective rule at the UM-BBD site. At the release time of CRAFT (January 2009), there
are 337 reaction rules in the UM-BBD likelihood model based on the UM-BBD snapshot
from September 2008.
The Ester hydrolysis sample model illustrates the mechanism of a pluggable (Q)SAR
based reactivity model usage. It is based on the publication of [David M. Bender, Jeffrey
A. Peterson, James R. McCarthy, Hakan Gunaydin, Yu Takano, and K. N. Houk:
"Cyclopropanecarboxylic Acid Esters as Potential Prodrugs with Enhanced Hydrolytic
Stability," Org. Lett., 10, 509-511 (2008)], serves as an example only and contains only
one reaction rule.
Any likelihood model contains reaction types and reaction rules. A reaction type is a
generic definition of a chemical transformation, e.g. ester hydrolysis. It is given in the form
of a reaction center substructure and annotated with the necessary substructure query
features and transformation definitions. A reaction rule, in its turn, implements a certain
reaction type and connects the generic reaction definition with the specific reaction
conditions and likelihood estimations.
To estimate the likelihood of a generic reaction type under the given conditions, a
likelihood category is assigned to every reaction rule. The likelihood category defines
how likely the given reaction under the given conditions is. The category might be defined
as a sequence of enumerated entities, e.g. “Likely reaction”, “Very likely reaction” etc.
Alternatively, it might prescribe the CRAFT Explorer to compute the reactivity of a
candidate compound in order to rank the likelihood of a certain reaction.
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1.2.

CRAFT Explorer workflow model

CRAFT Explorer provides a graphical user interface (GUI) guiding the users through the
application workflow in a wizard-driven mode. The description of the application workflow
is given below. More details about every workflow step are given in the section “Detailed
workflow description”.
Shortly, the workflow of CRAFT Explorer application consists of the following five steps:
1. Initially, a candidate chemical (or several chemicals) is provided as the program input.
The program allows one either to graphically input the candidate chemical(s) by
means of a molecule editor, or to import the molecules from a file. Typical chemical file
formats are supported. Only after at least one chemical structure is specified at this
step, the application is allowed to proceed to the next step of the workflow.
2. Next, the chemical structure preprocessing methods are selected, if required. At this
step, the user may want to specify that some chemical manipulations should be
applied to all the candidate chemicals and their generated degradation products. Such
chemical manipulation can include e.g. the speciation of chemicals, the enumeration
of the tautomeric forms for the molecules, structure validation checks etc. The
structure preprocessing methods are implemented by plug-ins so that it is very easy to
add new methods on demand. It is also allowed not to select any preprocessing
methods by skipping this step.
3. Then, the options regulating the reaction generation are specified. At this step the user
specifies the set of reaction rules that should be applied to the candidate chemicals,
optionally specifying also the additional constraints and stop criteria. Only when at
least one reaction rule is selected for the reaction generation and this rule is also
applicable to the candidate chemical, the application is allowed to proceed to the next
step in the workflow.
4. Subsequently, the generation and evaluation of all conceivable reactions and their
products is performed. The results of such an evaluation are stored in the database for
further analysis automatically. Since the generation of reactions and evaluation of their
products is a rather time-consuming process, the user can cancel the generation at
any time. All the reaction and evaluated products that have been generated before the
user cancelled the generation are preserved in the database anyway. The application
is allowed to switch to the next workflow step only if either the generation of reaction
has finished or if the user has cancelled it.
5. Finally, the evaluation results – a degradation pathway of the candidate compound – is
represented in a graphical way so that the user may visually inspect, export or postprocess them, or generate a report about the evaluation, eventually collecting the
externally available data about the products of generated reactions. The application
supports various methods of collecting externally available data for the candidate
compound and the generated products. These methods are implemented as plug-ins
enabling both high flexibility and easy extensibility of the application functionality.
Since the evaluation of a degradation pathway for a chemical might be quite time
consuming, CRAFT Explorer offers an option to prepare a project file which holds all the
information necessary to run an evaluation. Being specified on the command line of the
CRAFT Explorer application, the project file is then automatically loaded and the
evaluation is performed in batch mode again storing the results in the database. Later,
the generated degradation pathway can be loaded into the CRAFT Explorer GUI for any
further analysis.
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1.3.

Structure of the installation directory

During installation, the setup program creates the following folders in the installation
directory of CRAFT applications (Figure 1). The docs folder contains the API
documentation of all the CRAFT packages and programs. The ext folder is designed to
hold the CRAFT plug-ins and their required libraries. Initially, this folder contains the
default set of plug-ins distributed together with the CRAFT applications. The lib folder
contains JAR files and binaries that CRAFT Explorer depends on (libraries). Finally, the
toxtree-stub folder contains the binary mn-toxtree-stub.jar file that is used by “ToxTree
plug-in”.

Figure 1

CRAFT installation directory structure

The binary CRAFT.Explorer-v.1.0.exe is the executable file of CRAFT Explorer – the Java
launcher that starts Java ™ runtime environment and loads the CRAFT Explorer
application from mn-craft.jar JAR file.
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2.

Starting the program

During the installation process of CRAFT applications in Microsoft ® Windows ™ XP
environment, the icons for CRAFT Explorer are created on the user desktop and in the
Start menu. Use either of these icons to start the application.
If the application is used under the Linux operating systems, in order to start
CRAFT Explorer, change into the directory where you have installed it and type
at the command prompt:
$> java –splash:craft-splash.png –jar mn-craft.jar
This will start the CRAFT Explorer application.

On starting the CRAFT Explorer application, the start-up window as shown in Figure 2
appears.

Figure 2

CRAFT Explorer start-up window

By default, CRAFT Explorer uses the following user credentials to connect to
the CRAFT knowledge base instance:


MySQL server host name - localhost



MySQL service port – 3360



User name - craft



Password - craft



Database name – craft

While the application loads, it tries to connect to the default CRAFT knowledge base using
the default user credentials (or the previously saved ones, see below), and, if a login
attempt succeeds, the main application window will appear. Otherwise, a Database login
error message (see Figure 3) pops up.

Figure 3

CRAFT Explorer – database login error message

In this case, make sure that either the local MySQL server running the CRAFT knowledge
base is online, or you have an account on a remote MySQL database that hosts the
CRAFT knowledge base. Either way, prepare and verify the user account credentials and
press OK button to close this error message. The Database login dialog window (see
Figure 4) will appear.
4
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Please enter the required information into the input fields of this dialog in order to repeat
the login attempt:
 Host field should contain the name or IP address of the MySQL database server
hosting the CRAFT knowledge base. By default, the reserved host name localhost (or
its equivalent IP address 127.0.0.1) is assumed for a MySQL server instance running
on the same PC where the CRAFT applications are installed.
 Port field indicates the TCP port used to connect to the MySQL service – the value of
3306 is the default value used by the MySQL service.
 User name field should contain the login name of a valid MySQL account. The default
user name for CRAFT applications is assumed to be craft.
 Password field should contain the password of the MySQL account. The default
password for CRAFT applications is assumed to be craft.
 Database schema field should contain the name of the MySQL database schema that
contains the CRAFT knowledge base. By default, craft database schema is assumed.

Figure 4

CRAFT Explorer - Database login dialog

As soon as you have entered all the login credentials, you may want to check the Save
login data (including password) checkbox in order to store the login credentials for the
next time. If done so, CRAFT Explorer stores the login information in the CRAFT
configuration
file
craft.ini
located
at
the
user
home
directory
(e.g.
C:\Documents and Settings\<User name>\craft.ini if running on Microsoft ® Windows XP
operating system or /home/<user name>/craft.ini on Linux systems). This configuration file
is used by all CRAFT applications to connect to the database.
Please note that this configuration file contains the database login password in
an encrypted form. Even though the well-known secure encryption algorithms
(SHA1 and MD5) are employed to encrypt the password, it is still theoretically
possible to decrypt it gaining an unauthorized access to the CRAFT knowledge
base.

Click the
Connect button to connect to the CRAFT knowledge base. If all the
credentials are correctly entered and the MySQL server hosting the CRAFT knowledge
base is running and accessible, the application establishes the database connection and
the main window will appear.
If the application still could not connect to the database, the Database login
dialog will appear again. Please correct any possible errors and try again.

The application repeats the login attempts 3 times. If after all these attempts the user fails
to provide correct login credentials, the error dialog appears (Figure 5) and the application
quits.
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Figure 5

6

CRAFT Explorer database login failure window
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3.

User interface

If the connection to the CRAFT knowledge base is successfully established, the main
application window will appear.

3.1.

Main window

The Figure 6 displays the main application window of the CRAFT Explorer application.
The main window of the CRAFT Explorer application contains certain control elements
and areas:
1. Main application menu
2. Tabbed window
3. Main work area
4. Controls and status bar area
Each of these areas serves either to control the application behavior or to indicate the
status of the application.
Just after application start, the main window displays the information about the CRAFT
knowledge base it connected to both in status bar and in the window caption. The
database information is shown permanently in the window caption while the status bar
displays also informative messages accordingly.
1

2

3

4

Figure 6

CRAFT Explorer main application window
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3.1.1.

Main menu

The main application menu (Figure 6, pos. 1) controls the most common functionality of
the CRAFT Explorer application. It consists of Database, Project, Pathway, and Help
submenus.
Database menu
The Database menu contains commands to connect to the CRAFT knowledge bases and
to close the application:


Connect… (keyboard shortcut Alt-C) – connect to different CRAFT knowledge base
instances and also to save the connection data for the next time.
Exit (Alt-X) – close the application.



Choosing the Database  Connect… command will open the Database login dialog
window (Figure 4) so that the user can specify new connection credentials and also save
these for the next time.
Project menu
The Project menu contains commands allowing the manipulation of project files. A project
file preserves all the settings of the CRAFT Explorer application currently set by the user.
The project file has an extension .cpr and can be used to run the CRAFT Explorer in batch
mode (see section “Project files”).


Load… (Alt-L) – load a project file. A standard file selection dialog window will
appear allowing for the selection of a project file.



Save… (Alt-S) – save a project file. A standard file selection dialog window will
appear to specify the destination and the file name where the project data should be
saved.

Pathway menu
The Pathway menu contains only one single command:


Manage… (Alt-W). This command opens the Pathway manager dialog window
allowing manipulations on the degradation pathways stored in the MySQL database
during previously performed evaluations. See section “Pathway manager” for more
details.

Help menu
The Help menu contains
About CRAFT command that displays the About: CRAFT
Explorer 1.0 window (Figure 7). It contains an application description, its version number,
a link to the home page of Molecular Networks and credits information. Additionally,
credits are listed in the API documentation and the source code of application.
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Figure 7

3.1.2.

CRAFT Explorer About… window

Main work area and tabbed window

The tabbed control (Figure 6, pos. 2) is the main application control of CRAFT Explorer. It
reflects the main workflow sequence of the application run and contains 5 tabs. Each tab,
being activated, causes the application to display in its main work area (Figure 6, pos. 3) a
different page that corresponds to a certain workflow step. These steps are described
later on in sections “Input structure(s)”, “Structure pre-processing options”, “Reaction
generation options”, “Reaction generation progress”, and “Results and reports”
respectively.
Initially only the very first tab - Input structure(s) – is active and enabled. All other tabs
are disabled and cannot be selected. This behavior is intentional and reflects the logic of
the application. The consecutive tabs can be only enabled and selected if the currently
active page displayed in the main work area is filled with the required information thus
allowing the switching to the next step in the application workflow.
As the user inputs all the necessary data at the workflow pages of the application, by
pressing the
Next button (see below), the consecutive tabs also become enabled and
active. It becomes also possible to switch between different enabled tabs to inspect the
selection and user input made there.
During such inspection, no changes are accepted in the settings and the data
input already made. In order to change any settings or data at any workflow
step and to commit those, it is required to press the
Next button on the
workflow page where there were some changes made.

3.1.3.

Controls and status bar area

The controls and status bar area (Figure 6, pos. 4) contains the controls and indicators of
the application activity that are always present – at every step of the CRAFT Explorer
workflow.


Restart button – discards all the settings made at any workflow step and restarts
the application. The existing main application window is discarded and a new main
window in its initial state is created.
9
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Back button – switches the application from the current to the previous step of the
workflow. Any settings and options selected on the page of the current workflow step
are discarded and the tab that corresponds to the page becomes inactive (disabled).



Next button – switches the application from the current to the next step of the
workflow. The settings and other user input made on the current page are checked
and committed to the application. The tab corresponding to the next workflow step
becomes active (enabled) and the next workflow step’s page is displayed in the main
work area of the application.
Pressing the
Next button commits the settings and other user input made on
the current page to the application memory. Only then these settings and the
input can be saved to the project file if a user will choose to save these at this
point. It is always required to press the
Next button to confirm any changes
made on a workflow step page.



Exit button – switches the application off.

The status bar displays the information about the current application state, e.g. the
information about the CRAFT knowledge base to which the application is connected. If the
application performs a very time-consuming operation, the status bar displays the
information about the running operation and the run indicator – the bar at the right bottom
corner of the status bar – displays an activity animation.
The status bar also displays short information about application errors, if any.
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4.

Detailed workflow description

As shortly mentioned above (see section “CRAFT Explorer workflow model”), CRAFT
Explorer guides the user through the pre-defined workflow. This workflow is designed to
allow for easy and simple specification of the candidate chemicals and the parameters
influencing the degradation pathway generation. Each step of the workflow being reached
displays in the main work area of the application a specially designed GUI page
containing the control elements for allowing the user to enter the data required for a
certain workflow step.
As soon as the user provides all the input necessary to continue and presses
Next
button, the application checks whether the data input is complete and sufficient to
continue to the next workflow step. If so, the currently made input is stored in the
application’s memory and the next step page is displayed. If there is not enough data
provided or the user input is invalid, an error message is shown and the next workflow
step is not activated. Thus, CRAFT Explorer ensures that the workflow progress can be
only achieved if every step of the workflow has all the data it requires.
In this section the detailed description of every workflow step is given.

4.1.

Input structure(s)

This is the very first workflow step. The corresponding workflow page is displayed every
time the application starts.

Figure 8

CRAFT Explorer Input structure(s) workflow page

This page offers the user to input the candidate chemical that should be investigated. If no
molecules are input at this page, it is not possible to continue to the next step – an error
message is displayed in case the user presses the
Next button.
Generally, there are two ways of inputting molecules:
1. Graphical input. The user can draw the chemical structure(s) in the JChemPaint
chemical editor embedded into the page. The editor pane is only visible and the structures
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are read from it if the radio button Draw structure is selected. Users are allowed to draw
as many structures as needed.
While inputting the structure in the JChemPaint editor pane, all the standard controls of
JChemPaint are available, excluding those designed to load or save files. The menu bar
of JChemPaint is hidden in this mode by default. However, it may be revealed by hitting
the Alt-M hot key. Correspondingly, the SMILES insertion bar is also initially hidden,
however, it can be displayed by hitting the Alt-I key. If the clipboard contains a SMILES
string, one can paste it directly into the JChemPaint by pressing the Ctrl-V key. To clear
the editor, press the Ctrl-N key.

Figure 9

CRAFT Explorer graphical input of the chemical structure

The JChemPaint editor is the integral part of CDK 1.0.2 and unfortunately is
only poorly suited to be embedded into other applications. There are certain
integration issues, e.g. hitting the Alt-I key sometimes causes an application
error Null pointer exception which is caused by JChemPaint being embedded.
Hitting the same key for the second time, however, does not cause any error
messages and the SMILES insertion bar appears as expected.

2. Import from a file. If the radio button Load from file is selected, the JChemPaint
editor pane is replaced by a table and the button
Browse becomes enabled (Figure
10).

12
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Figure 10

CRAFT Explorer – Load from file radio button is selected

This table shall hold the structures loaded from a file. Pressing the
Browse button
opens a standard file open dialog allowing for file selection. If a user selects a structure
file supported by CRAFT Explorer, the file is being loaded in a preview window (Figure
11).

Figure 11

CRAFT Explorer – loaded structure file in the structure selection window
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CRAFT Explorer supports several molecule file formats provided by CDK 1.0.2:


SMILES files recognized by *.smi and *.smiles extensions



MDL MOL files recognized by *.mol extension



MDL SD files recognized by *.sdf extension



Tripos MOL2 files recognized by *.mol2 extension



CML files recognized by *.cml extension

In this “Select structures to process” window users can preview all the molecules
contained in a file and select one or several of them. The
OK button loads the selected
chemical structures into the main window of CRAFT Explorer. There they are represented
in a similar tabular form.

Figure 12

CRAFT Explorer molecules loaded from a file

Please note that both structures imported from a file and drawn in the JChemPaint editor
pane can be present, however, CRAFT Explorer decides which one(s) to evaluate
according to the selected radio button. If the Draw structure radio button is selected, the
molecule(s) in JChemPaint is (are) considered, otherwise, the one(s) loaded from a file.
Although possible, it is not recommended to input multiple chemical structures
simultaneously. If many chemical structures are input, each chemical will be
evaluated separately. The evaluation will then result in several degradation
pathways. On the other hand, it might be useful to input several chemical
structures if the user plans to store a project file that will then be used for a
batch run.

After the molecule(s) are either drawn or imported from a file, press the
The application validates the input and commits the molecules provided.
Pressing the

14

Next button.

Back button does not have any effect on the application at this step.
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4.2.

Structure pre-processing options

The second workflow step – structure pre-processing options – enables the specifying of
the various molecule pre-processing techniques. By default, CRAFT Explorer always
performs a standard structure pre-processing that includes:
 Checking the molecule for correct valence states of its atoms,
 Saturation of the molecule by checking the bond orders and adding missing hydrogen
atoms,
 Conversion of implicit hydrogen atoms to the explicit ones.
At the step of structure pre-processing, the user might want to specify additionally certain
chemical manipulations that should be applied to the candidate chemical (and its
generated products later on).
The input page of the second workflow step Structure pre-processing allows for the
selection of pre-processing methods, loading and activating the plug-ins implementing
these methods and the specifying of plug-in specific options (Figure 13).
The set of the available plug-ins is displayed in the drop-down list Available structure
preprocessing methods. The content of this list depends on the CRAFT plug-ins present
in the ext and lib folders of the installation directory (see section “Structure of the
installation directory” for more details). The drop-down list is populated at start-up time
and is not updated if a new plug-in is installed while the application is running.

Figure 13

CRAFT Explorer - Structure pre-processing page. The list of available
plug-ins is expanded

To load a plug-in, select it in the drop-down list and press
Load button. The plug-in is
then loaded – this is reflected in the central part of the workflow page (Figure 14).
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Figure 14

CRAFT Explorer – CRAFT MN.Tautomer Plug-in is loaded.

A plug-in may have its own, plug-in specific settings; therefore, a plug-in being loaded
displays its control panel in the central part of this workflow page. Users can set the plugin specific options as required.
The molecules are submitted to the selected pre-processing plug-ins in the
order the plug-ins are loaded. Thus, changing the sequence of the plug-ins at
this step can lead to different evaluation results.

To remove a loaded plug-in from the workflow page, press
Unload button in the control
panel of the plug-in. This causes CRAFT Explorer to unload the plug-in.
The plug-ins bundled by default and their specific settings will separately be described
below.
When CRAFT Explorer loads a plug-in, it does not mean that the molecules are
immediately processed by it. The plug-ins are invoked only later on at the time
of reaction generation.

When all the necessary plug-ins are loaded in the desired sequence, press the
Next
button. The selection of plug-ins and their settings are then committed. After this, if saving
a project file, the set of plug-ins and their settings will be stored there too.
It is also allowed not to load any pre-processing plug-ins and directly press the
Next
button – only the default structure pre-processing will be applied to the molecules and the
generated products in this case.
Pressing the
Back button will remove all the loaded plug-ins from the workflow, so use
it to reset the state of the current step. It is also possible to switch to the previous workflow
page without resetting the current one – simply choose the previous tab in the tabbed
control. Thus, one can inspect the input made at the previous step. If a user makes some
changes on the previous step, it is necessary to press the
Next button to commit these
changes. This does not affect any settings of the current workflow step.

16
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4.3.

Reaction generation options

The next step of the CRAFT Explorer workflow asks for the reaction generation options
(Figure 15). These options include:
 Set of reaction rules that shall be applied to the candidate chemical
 Additional constraints – reactions conditions – that should be taken into account
 Stop criteria defining how many reactions and products will be generated.

Figure 15

CRAFT Explorer – Reaction generation options page

The page of the third workflow step contains GUI elements and controls enabling for the
easy specification of these various options.
The Reaction types block contains a combined view of all the reaction types and rules,
present in the currently connected CRAFT knowledge base. These are hierarchically
organized into a tree (Figure 16).

Figure 16

CRAFT Explorer – Reaction types tree view

The reaction types are represented by the implemented reaction rules organized in the
tree structure. These are grouped according to the likelihood model and the likelihood
category of the rule into the tree branches. Each separate reaction rule can be selected to
be used in the evaluation. Alternatively, each branch end even the entire tree can be
17
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selected or de-selected at once. To select any item of the tree, put a check mark into the
corresponding checkbox of the tree item. At least one reaction rule must be selected in
order to continue to the next workflow step. If no rules are selected and the
Next
button is pressed, a warning message is shown.
A Search for input field above the reaction rules tree allows a quick searching of the
specific reaction rule in the tree. Input a substring that you are looking for and press the
Find button – if there is a reaction rule containing the given substring, it will be
highlighted in the tree (Figure 17).

Figure 17

CRAFT Explorer – found a reaction rule with Aldehyde substring in the
name

The bottom part of the Reaction generation options page contains four tables with extra
constraints to the reaction conditions. These named constraints represent the most typical
categories of the environmental reactions conditions: the biotic or abiotic nature of the
reaction, the oxygen requirements, the compartments where a reaction occurs and the
species (if a reaction belongs to a metabolic pathway of a certain species). All these
conditions are represented in the corresponding lists (Figure 18).

Figure 18

CRAFT Explorer – reaction conditions (constraints)

It is also allowed not to select any extra constraints – in this case all the selected reaction
rules are simply used for the evaluation. However, if some of the extra constraints are
selected, all the previously selected reaction rules are checked if they meet all selected
constraints when the
Next is pressed. If after checking the constraints no rules have
been found that meet all the constraints, a warning message is shown.
Hold the Ctrl (select multiple non-contiguous entries) or the Shift (select several
contiguous entries) key while clicking the constraint names to select multiple entries in the
same conditions list. To de-select a condition, hold the Ctrl key while clicking a selected
item.
18
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The constraints are evaluated using logical AND operation. Thus, a rule must meet all the
specified constraints to be accepted for the evaluation.
On the right-hand side of the Reaction generation options page there are additional
controls for the stop criteria and miscellaneous options (Figure 19).

Figure 19

CRAFT Explorer – Additional options block of reaction generation
options

The Stop criteria block defines how many reactions may be generated.
The Use likelihood threshold checkbox and a slider control linked to it allow for the
specification of an overall likelihood threshold for the generated reaction products. If the
checkbox is marked, the slider control becomes enabled and users may set the threshold
– the actual value of the overall likelihood threshold is displayed in a colored box above.
The overall likelihood of a reaction product is a product of the likelihood of all the
preceding products in the degradation pathway. For example, if a candidate compound A
degrades to a product B and the likelihood of such reaction is Likely (which internally
corresponds to a value of 0.8), and then the product B degrades to a product C and the
likelihood of this reaction is Neutral (internal value 0.6), the overall likelihood of the fact
that the candidate compound A degrades to the product C will be 0.8 ? 0.6 = 0.48. Thus,
being set, the overall likelihood threshold limits the generation of the less likely products.
The higher is the threshold, the fewer products will be generated.
Next, the Number of steps radio button and the related number entry field specify how
many levels of degradation (degradation steps) are to be considered in the degradation
evaluation. By default, only one level of the degradation is performed. That is, every
reaction rule implementing a reaction type that is applicable to the candidate chemical will
be executed only once. The products found will be stored and the reaction generation will
stop.
Increasing the number of the degradation steps increases the number of the products, the
run time and the memory consumption of the application. Setting the Number of steps to
2 makes the CRAFT Explorer to submit every product generated in the first level of
degradation again to all the reaction rules selected for the evaluation. Every reaction rule
implementing the reaction type that is applicable to the product is executed again and new
products are generated. If the Number of steps is set to 3, this procedure will be
repeated once more, etc. The products generated at the latter stages of degradation, are
checked for uniqueness, i.e. if a product has already been seen at earlier steps of
degradation, its degradation is not evaluated for the second time. Up to 5 levels of
degradation can be specified by the Number of steps control. This number reflects an
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empirically chosen compromise between reasonable performance and run time on one
hand and the number of generated reactions and products on the other.
Setting the Number of steps to a high value may cause a combinatorial
explosion, i.e. there will be so many reactions and products generated so that
the application will crash because of lack of memory. Therefore it is not
recommended to use a number higher than 3, despite for the certain simple
cases it may be set to a higher value, or the next option can be used (see
below).

The radio button Try generating all possible steps can be used to ignore the limitation
of the number of degradation levels and to try to generate all possible reactions and
products exhaustively. Since the exhaustive generation may lead to Out of memory
errors and may last extremely long, a warning message is shown when a user selects this
radio button.
In the exhaustive generation mode, each generated product is submitted back to a subselection of all the reaction rules having the reaction types that are applicable to the
product. Each rule is then applied to the product generating new products. Every new (i.e.
not encountered before) product is then again submitted to the reaction generator. This
procedure is repeated until no new molecules can be detected among the generated
products. The overall likelihood threshold, if set, is still honored in this case, terminating
the generation of reactions in case the products of these will have an overall likelihood
value below the threshold set.
The Additional options block also contains two more control elements except the stop
criteria controls. Their meaning is described below.
If the substructure pattern of a reaction type matches the candidate molecule multiple
times then the application will apply this reaction type as many times as there are matches
found. By default each such application of a rule will be treated as a single degradation
step. However, if the Complete multi-applicable reactions in one step checkbox is
marked, all the possible products of such a multiply-matching reaction type will be
generated at once and will be kept on the same level of the degradation tree. This makes
the generation of e.g. products of deep oxidation easier – the degradation tree becomes
much more compact and will have less branches.
The Process intermediate products with plugins checkbox controls whether the
products generated are subject of the structure pre-processing by means of the chosen
plug-ins. If the application generates more than one level of the degradation tree, all the
generated products are always pre-processed by the default algorithm before they are
submitted to the next step of the degradation evaluation. If the user also specified certain
structure pre-processing plug-ins to be used for the pre-processing, the generated
products are only submitted to these plug-ins if the Process intermediate products with
plugins checkbox is marked.
When all the necessary settings are specified on this workflow page, press the
Next
button. The selected reaction rules are collected and, if any extra conditions are set, the
rules are checked if they meet these conditions so that the not matching ones are
excluded. If after evaluation of the conditions all the rules were excluded, a warning
message is shown and the workflow does not switch to the next step. Otherwise, all the
remaining rules are submitted to the application’s memory. The setting of the stop criteria
and additional controls are committed too. At this point, the application is ready to start the
reaction generation and the next workflow step is activated.
Pressing the
conditions.
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4.4.

Reaction generation progress

The following workflow step of the CRAFT Explorer performs the generation of the
degradation reactions. It is also perfectly suited for preparing project files since at this
point all the settings necessary to perform the reaction generation are already made.

Figure 20

CRAFT Explorer – Reaction generation page

As seen on Figure 20, this workflow step displays the page which has a large text area
entitled Reaction generation in progress, one checkbox and two buttons below the text
area. The text area is used to log the messages returned by the reaction generation
engine and serves as the progress indicator. The Verbose log checkbox makes the
reaction generation engine to report more details about the reaction generation progress.
The
Start button initializes the generation of degradation reactions itself. After a user
clicks this button, the log area displays the time when the evaluation has been started and
then periodically displays the messages returned from the reaction generation engine.
The
Start button becomes inactive until the reaction generation is completed, and the
Stop button becomes enabled (Figure 21).
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Figure 21

CRAFT Explorer – reaction generation in progress

The
Stop button is used to cancel the running generation of reactions. Being pressed,
it changes the message in the status bar to “Cancelling, please wait…” and also becomes
inactive. As soon as the reaction generation engine stops, a dialog box is displayed
informing about the number of generated reactions and the
Start button becomes
again enabled.
Please note that the reaction generation engine cannot stop immediately when
the user presses the
Stop button, especially, if it has been pressed while the
reaction generation engine has invoked a structure pre-processing plug-in.
Therefore, please be patient when cancelling the reaction generation – it might
take a while before the dialog box appears, informing that the reaction
generation has stopped.

It is not possible to switch to the final workflow step of the CRAFT Explorer application
before either the reaction generation has finished by itself or it has been successfully
cancelled. When ready, press the
Next button to switch to the reporting page. Since
the reaction generation engine directly stores the generated degradation pathways in the
database while the generation is in progress, the CRAFT Explorer will have to load the
generated reactions when switching to the next workflow step. Therefore, it might take a
while before the next page appears.
Pressing the
Back button at this step simply clears the log area from any previously
put log messages.

4.5.

Results and reports

The final workflow step of the CRAFT Explorer application is meant to visually analyze the
results of the degradation evaluation and to prepare a report about it (Figure 22).
This is probably the most complex page of the entire application since it contains various
options for the visualization of the degradation pathway as well as controls to produce a
textual report about the evaluation. Since the Results and report page is the very last
one in the CRAFT Explorer application, pressing the
Next button at this page has no
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effect. Pressing the
Back button simply switches the application to the previous page
without unloading or removing any degradation pathways from the application memory.

Figure 22

4.5.1.

CRAFT Explorer - Results and report page

Degradation tree preview

Initially, the Degradation tree preview is visible on this page. On the left-hand side, the
degradation pathways tree control summarizes the reactions of the degradation pathway
currently being analyzed. Just after switching to the Results and report page the
degradation tree consists only of the degradation pathway that just has been generated.
Later, if a continuation of degradation has been started or an additional pathway has been
loaded (see “Pathway manager” section), the tree may contain several degradation
pathways.
Each node of the degradation tree represents either a candidate compound or a product
of degradation. When highlighted in the tree, the corresponding compound or product will
be displayed on the right-hand side of this view (Figure 23).
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Figure 23

CRAFT Explorer – Degradation tree preview

If another node in tree is highlighted, the compound depicted will change. If the
highlighted item represents a degradation product, then the right-hand pane will display
the sequence of molecules, starting from the candidate compound and ending at the
highlighted product (Figure 24).

Figure 24

CRAFT Explorer – degradation tree preview, a sequence of products is
shown. The arrows indicate the order of the products’ appearance.

The products are shown from the left to the right and from the top to the bottom,
accordingly to their number. The candidate compound is the topmost and the leftmost one
displayed.
A slider under the pane with molecules depicted allows a smooth scaling of the molecules’
images. A control button with
symbol toggles off and on the depiction of hydrogen
atoms.
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One can search for the tree nodes by their names using the Search for text field and the
Find button. Just enter a (sub)string to look for and press the
Find button – the
corresponding node, if it exists, will be highlighted in the tree.
Each molecule image has a color-coded border; the color indicates the likelihood of the
reaction step that led to the product – from green (Very likely) to red (Very unlikely). If
the likelihood could not be estimated, the border is grey. The border also contains the
name of the reaction rule applied that led to this product.
Under the tree control there is an
Export reactions button. It allows exporting the
specific reaction steps of the degradation pathway. To use this functionality, place marks
in the checkboxes of the products that need to be exported. Pressing then the
Export reactions button will open a standard dialog for saving files where one can
select the desired file format and the destination.
Note that exporting degradation steps in MDL RD format also supports
exporting certain data values, e.g. likelihoods of reactions according to the
applied likelihood model, etc. Additionally, CRAFT Explorer supports postprocessing plug-ins that can collect additional data concerning both reactions
and compounds. If certain plug-ins were loaded before using the export
function, these will be invoked and their output will be exported, too. The way
how to select the post-processing plug-ins is described below.

There is another way of selecting tree nodes in the degradation tree menu – by means of
a context menu. Right-click the tree control to open this menu – it allows selecting or
deselecting all the tree nodes at once (Figure 25).

Figure 25

CRAFT Explorer – degradation tree with context menu shown

The right-hand pane of the degradation tree preview with the compounds depicted also
has a context menu available after a right mouse click over a product picture (Figure 26).
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Figure 26

CRAFT Explorer – context menu of the molecules pane is shown

In this menu, there are three commands:


Detailed rule info… command



Continue from here command



Product details command

Detailed rule info
The
Detailed rule info… command displays a dialog window with detailed information
about the reaction rule that has been used to generate a given product (Figure 27). It
presents the details about the reaction rule, the reaction type including the structure alert
that matched in the candidate compound or in an intermediate product, as well as the list
example reactions known to illustrate this rule and miscellaneous comments.

Figure 27
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Hitting the
Display… button opens the example reaction window that displays all the
example reactions stored in the CRAFT knowledge base illustrating the reaction rule
(Figure 28).

Figure 28

CRAFT Explorer - Example reactions… window

Continue from here
The
Continue from here command starts the generation of reactions using all the
settings previously made at the structure pre-processing and reaction generation steps.
The actual molecule is then submitted as the starting compound. The generation of
reactions is automatically started producing a new degradation tree that starts with the
actual compound, and, as soon as the generation is completed, the new degradation
pathway will be added to the degradation tree display (Figure 29).

Figure 29

CRAFT Explorer – continuation degradation pathway has been loaded

Product details
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Finally, the
Product details command, which is also executed if the user simply leftclicks the depicted product, switches the Results and report page to its second tab Products preview.
4.5.2.

Products preview

The Product preview tab of the Results and report page gives a short overview of all
the generated products of the currently inspected degradation pathway.

Figure 30

CRAFT Explorer – Product preview.

On the left-hand side there is the list of all the products in the currently inspected
degradation pathway, sorted according to their overall likelihood. Each product item is
separately selectable by the corresponding checkboxes. Analogously to the Degradation
tree preview, the list of products here also has a context menu (Figure 31) allowing
selecting or deselecting all the products at once. However, there is one more function in
this context menu – selecting by overall likelihood threshold.
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Figure 31

CRAFT Explorer – selecting product by the overall likelihood threshold

Being selected, the
Select by likelihood… command pops up a dialog window to set
the overall likelihood threshold.

Figure 32

CRAFT Explorer – Set likelihood threshold dialog

The user can set the threshold using the slider control; the colored ribbon will also reflect
the color code of the likelihood value being set. If the
OK button is then pressed, all the
products in the Product preview list that do have the overall likelihood above the set one
will be selected.
The right-hand pane of the Product preview page initially displays the 2D structure page
with the 2D depiction of the product molecule. It also contains the already known scale
slider control to resize the depicted molecule and a toggle button to toggle off and on the
depiction of hydrogen atoms. However, there is a second tab in this view - Degradation
diagram.
The degradation diagram initially depicts the entire degradation pathway; this view is often
very cluttered and unclear. If a single product is highlighted in the degradation products
list, however, the degradation view displays only up to 10 degradation routes that lead to
the highlighted product. Each molecule is represented by a box with the corresponding
title, while the connecting arrows indicate the single reactions, and the color and labels of
the arrows indicate the likelihood of these reactions (see Figure 33).
The diagram also has an additional level of interactivity, namely, clicking the boxes on the
diagram pops up a small molecule preview window with the 2D depiction of the molecule
in the current box.
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Figure 33

CRAFT Explorer – Degradation diagram tab

The molecule preview window can be either explicitly closed or it will disappear if the user
clicks the empty space of the diagram.
The molecules of the products that have been selected in the product list can be exported
into an external file. Among others, the MDL SD file format is supported, allowing for
exporting additional data like the overall likelihood of a certain product, the shortest
pathway route leading to this product etc. Additionally, if the structure post-processing
plug-ins have been loaded (see below), their output will be exported also as SD data
fields.
To export the molecules, select the desired products in the list and press the
Export products button. A standard dialog for saving files will be opened where the
user can select the desired file format and the destination.
4.5.3.

Reporting options and report generation

The Reporting options tab of the Results and report page is used to generate the
reports about the degradation pathway(s) (Figure 34). At this page there are several
elements controlling the level of details in a report being produced, the additional data that
should be collected when producing the report as well as certain formatting aspects of the
generated report document.
The CRAFT Explorer generates reports in a RTF (Rich Text Format) form that is a
document format which can be open in various desktop text editors, like Microsoft ® Office
Word, thus providing the ability of editing of the generated reports.
Report content options
The Content options tab of the Reporting options consists of several controls.
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Figure 34

CRAFT Explorer – Reporting options tab of Results and report page.

 Include only products of selected reactions radio button commands the CRAFT
Explorer to only collect the explicitly selected reactions and products. The selection
mentioned here is made on Degradation tree preview tab. Only those reactions and
their products that are explicitly selected there (by placing check marks in the
corresponding checkboxes) will be then considered for the report generation.
 Include products with overall likelihood above radio button and the associated
slider control allow specifying the overall likelihood threshold for the degradation
products to be included into the report. Similarly to the product preview, a user can
select implicitly the degradation reactions from the degradation pathway by the overall
likelihood of their products. Only the reactions and products with the overall likelihood
above the given one will be considered for the reporting.
The overall likelihood threshold on this page is linked to the Set likelihood
threshold dialog (Figure 32) – the adjustments of the threshold in the dialog
automatically adjust the threshold in the content options.

 Include shortest degradation path details for the products checkbox indicates, if
checked, that for every reported degradation product, the information about the
shortest path – i.e. sequence of degradation reactions – is indicated. In fact, it is
possible that a product can be received as a result of different degradation routes
within the same degradation tree. The CRAFT Explorer application evaluates up to ten
possible routes within the degradation tree and searches for the shortest one with the
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highest overall likelihood. This shortest path found is used to assign the overall
likelihoods to the degradation products and, if this option is selected, will be put into
the report.
 Include reaction rule details checkbox, if checked, places in the report the details
about the reaction rules used in the degradation pathway. This includes reference –
e.g. an URL of the web site where the rule is taken from etc, information about the
system vendor, extra rule conditions like biotic, aerobic etc; rule comments, the
assigned likelihood model and the likelihood category of the rule. Note that a reaction
rule is reported only once per report even if it has been applied several times to
several different products.
 Include reaction type details checkbox, if checked, places in the report the detailed
information about the reaction type, including the name, the structure alert 2D
diagram, and comments. This checkbox is deactivated if Include reaction rule details
checkbox is not checked.
 Include example reactions checkbox, if checked, includes in the report the example
reactions known to illustrate the reaction rules. This checkbox is also deactivated if
Include reaction rule details checkbox is not checked.
 Include likelihood model details checkbox, if checked, includes into the report the
detailed information about the likelihood model(s) employed by the reaction rules used
in the degradation pathway. This includes the name, the description and the
comments stored for the likelihood model. Each likelihood model is reported only once
per report.
 Include likelihood category details checkbox, if checked, places in the report also
additional details about the likelihood categories being associated to the reaction rules
included in the report. This checkbox is deactivated if Include likelihood model
details checkbox is not checked,
Report formatting options
The Formatting options tab of the Reporting options includes a few control elements
influencing the visual formatting of the report being generated (Figure 35).
 Show all hydrogen atoms checkbox controls, whether the 2D depictions of the
molecules of the degradation products display all the hydrogen atoms or not. If this
checkbox is not checked, only the hydrogen atoms attached to the non-carbons atoms
are shown as implicit hydrogens, otherwise all hydrogen atoms are explicitly depicted.
 Structure image size block defines the size of 2D depiction diagrams for molecules, in
pixels.
 Generate table of contents entries checkbox enforces the creation of special hidden
entries in the generated RTF document that can be used later on, e.g. in Microsoft ®
Word to build a table of content for the report.
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Figure 35

CRAFT Explorer – Reporting options tab of Results and report page
showing formatting options

Data collecting plug-ins
Finally, the Available plug-ins for data collection area of the Reporting options page
includes control elements allowing for loading and unloading the plug-ins designed to
collect external data about the degradation products (Figure 36).
The CRAFT Explorer supports the plug-in mechanism which enables the collection of any
externally available data for the candidate chemicals and the degradation products
generated. In the default installation there are several plug-ins bundled which support
collecting data from different sources (see section “Bundled CRAFT Explorer plug-ins”).
To use a plug-in for the report enrichment, select the plug-in in the Available plug-ins for
data collection drop-down list and press the
Load button. The plug-ins are actually
invoked only when the report is being generated, so when a plug-in is loaded, only its
control panel is initialized and displayed.
Depending on the plug-in being loaded, it might some time before the control panel of the
plug-in appears. Similarly to the structure pre-processing plug-ins, the data collection
plug-ins may or may not have certain control parameters, therefore plug-in control panels
look differently. The details of the control parameters for the bundled data collection plugins are given below (see section “Bundled CRAFT Explorer plug-ins”).
To unload a plug-in, simply hit the
unload.

Unload button on the control panel of the plug-in to
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Figure 36

CRAFT Explorer – Reporting options tab of Results and report page
showing loaded plug-ins for the data collecting

Report generation
As soon as all the necessary settings are made, hit the
Create report button to start
the report generation. A standard dialog window will pop up asking for the report file
output location and name. After providing this information and confirming the dialog, the
progress window appears (Figure 37).
While generating the report, the progress window displays various status information
returned by the application itself or by the plug-ins, if they provide some feedback. At first,
the data is being collected about all the reaction products being reported, then the
additional details about the reaction rules, reaction types, and example reactions. As soon
as the report is generated, a information dialog box is shown.
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Figure 37

CRAFT Explorer – report generation progress window
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5.

Project files

The project files are used by CRAFT Explorer in order to perform an evaluation of the
degradation of a chemical in batch mode, where a user does not interact with the program
interactively. Instead, CRAFT Explorer performs the evaluation automatically saving the
degradation pathways, reactions and products in the database. As soon as the evaluation
is completed, the application finishes and exits. The results of such an evaluation can be
then later on loaded into the GUI of CRAFT Explorer for any further analysis necessary.
Project files can also be used to save the input made in the CRAFT Explorer application
so that it may be loaded later on, e.g. to repeat an evaluation of the degradation for a
certain product.
A project file typically contains (Figure 38):
 Count of molecules stored in the project
 SMILES [www.daylight.com/dayhtml/doc/theory/theory.smiles.html] codes of all the
molecules stored
 Set of the references to the structure pre-processing plug-ins, including their optional
configuration parameters
 Set of the references to the reaction rules that will be evaluated on the candidate
chemicals
 Stop criteria and additional control parameters

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<!DOCTYPE properties SYSTEM "http://java.sun.com/dtd/properties.dtd">
<properties>
<comment>CRAFT project file, created on Sun Feb 01 19:22:43 CET
2009</comment>
<entry key="molcount">1</entry>
<entry key="molecule_1">CCNC1=NC(=NC(=N1)Cl)N(CC)C[N+](=O)[O-]</entry>
<entry key="preprocessors">
com.molecularnetworks.craft.plugins.mn.tautomer.MNTautomerPlugin{generateAll=
true}| </entry>
<entry key="rules">1|7|26|49|</entry>
<entry key="llh_threshold">0.5</entry>
<entry key="maxdepth">0</entry>
<entry key="autocomplete">true</entry>
<entry key="autopreprocess">true</entry>
</properties>

Figure 38
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Please note that the project files are meant only to be used with exactly that
instance of the CRAFT knowledge base to which the application was connected
to while preparing a project file. Also, since the project file does only store the
references to the plug-ins, it may only be used if the same plug-ins are already
present in another instance of the CRAFT Explorer application, if the project file
is transferred there.

To prepare a project file, users need to provide all the necessary data for the batch mode
run. This is done by sequentially inputting the data into the workflow pages of the CRAFT
Explorer application – starting from the specification of the candidate compound(s)
through the selection of any additional pre-processing plug-ins to specifying the reaction
rules, extra conditions and stop criteria. Each time when a user provides all the necessary
input for the current workflow step, it is required to press the
Next button to commit the
input made.
As soon as the reaction generation step is reached in the CRAFT Explorer application, the
project file may be saved – it now will contain the full set of information needed to run the
degradation evaluation in batch mode. Storing a project file at any earlier workflow step
will result in an incomplete project file which cannot be used in a batch run.
To store the project file, select in the main application menu the Project 
Save…
command. A standard dialog box will appear where users can specify the destination path
and the file name where to store the project.
Loading a project file in GUI mode is also possible. In this case, it is recommended to
restart the CRAFT Explorer application and then select the Project 
Load…
command so that a user can select the project file to load using the standard open dialog.
After the project file is selected, it is parsed by the application and the corresponding input
is placed into the corresponding workflow steps. If a project file was containing all the
information typically provided at steps 1-3, the CRAFT Explorer application automatically
switches to step 4 – Reaction generation – and waits until the user presses the
Start
button.
If the project is incomplete, the data that can be parsed is only loaded into the
corresponding workflow pages.
The candidate chemicals, loaded from a project file, are treated as the
molecules imported from a structure file, i.e., they are loaded into the molecules’
table (Figure 12), not into the JChemPaint editor. Correspondingly, the radio
button Load from file… is activated in this case on the structure input workflow
page.

6.

Batch mode usage

The project files prepared by the CRAFT Explorer are quite useful to start the evaluation
of a degradation pathway in batch mode. In this mode, the application automatically loads
all the information from the specified project file, performs the evaluation, stores the
results – i.e., the degradation pathway, found degradation reactions and products – in the
database and finally exits.
During the batch run, a log file is created and stored in the same directory where
project file was loaded from. The name of the log file will
craft-run-YYYYMMDD-HHMMSS.log, where YYYY is the year (e.g. 2009), MM is
month (e.g. 01 for January), DD is the day of the month and the HHMMSS is
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timestamp of the run: hours, minutes and seconds when the log file has been started. This
log file contains the various informative messages that the application might output during
the generation of the degradation pathway. It might be quite useful if the application did
not succeed, or there were problems with certain molecules, plug-ins etc.
To use the batch mode for the CRAFT Explorer application it is assumed that the user is
aware of the usage of command line driven console applications.
To start the CRAFT Explorer in batch mode, start the Windows ® command prompt or
Linux terminal (below the use of Windows ® command prompt is illustrated). Change to
the directory where the project file is stored and then type at the command prompt the
following command and press the Enter key:
C:> <path to CRAFT executable>\CRAFT-Explorer-v.1.0 <project file full path>

In this command:
 path to CRAFT executable is the fully qualified path to the CRAFT Explorer
executable file, e.g. C:\CRAFT\CRAFT-Explorer-v.1.0.exe (on Windows ® systems
the extension *.exe may be omitted)
 project file full path is the fully qualified name of the project file to be loaded and
executed
It is recommended not to use spaces in the path names for the locations where
the project files are located. This may or may not require the use of double
quotes (“) surrounding the file name of the project file.

After hitting the Enter key, the CRAFT Explorer application starts in a separate window
displaying the log messages which are also stored into the log file (Figure 39). Users may
cancel the run by simply closing this log window at any time.

Figure 39

CRAFT Explorer – the log display when running in batch mode

Please note that in order to start the CRAFT Explorer application in batch mode, the user
credentials and the parameters of a MySQL database that hosts the CRAFT knowledge
base either have to match to the default ones (see section “Starting the program”); or the
valid login information should be stored in the CRAFT configuration file.
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7.

Pathway manager

The CRAFT Explorer application stores the results of degradation evaluations – the
degradation pathways - in the same database where the CRAFT knowledge base data
are stored. Thus, it is ensured that the products of the degradation and the elementary
reaction steps are preserved every time when a user performs an evaluation – either in
interactive or in batch mode.
Having all the degradation pathways stored in the database requires that the application
should be able to manage these results. Therefore, the CRAFT Explorer application
contains a pathway manager – the Pathways window (Figure 40).
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Figure 40

CRAFT Explorer - Pathways window

The list in the left part of the Pathways window (Figure 40, pos. 1) contains the names of
all the degradation pathways currently present in the database. By default, every
degradation pathway is stored under a name like Degradation pathway ### where ### is
the sequential number of the pathway. Users can rename the specific degradation
pathway in the pathway manager – double clicking the pathway name in the list makes it
editable. As soon as the name has been changed, simply hit the Enter key to confirm the
new name, or hit the Esc key to cancel and revert the changes.
Selecting a degradation pathway name in the list displays:
 Number of single reaction steps in the pathway and date and time when the
degradation pathway has been generated (Figure 40, pos. 2)
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 Depiction of the parent compound of the degradation pathway (Figure 40, pos. 3)
 Free text comments to the degradation pathway (also editable) (Figure 40, pos. 4)
If the user selects multiple degradation pathway names in the list – holding the Shift key
to select contiguous, or the Ctrl key to select non-contiguous entries – the areas 2 and 4
of the pathway manager window display the information about the last selected
degradation pathway while the 2D depiction area is shown empty.
The degradation pathway(s) selected in the name list can be loaded into the CRAFT
Explorer main window on the Results and report page, even if the program has just been
started and the corresponding tab is yet disabled. To do so, select a pathway and press
the
Load button.
The selected degradation pathway(s) can also be removed from the database
permanently. It is recommended to do this time to time to reduce the disk space needed
for the database. Again, after selecting the pathways to be deleted press the
Delete
button. The selected pathways will be deleted from the database; in case this process
should take long, a progress indicator will be shown automatically.

7.1.

Inspection of previously generated pathways

After a previously generated degradation pathway has been loaded into the CRAFT
Explorer Results and report tab, it can be inspected using all the usual functionality of
the application, as described in section “Results and reports”.
Users may inspect the generated reactions and products, export them, prepare reports
also employing plug-ins etc. There is only one difference in the application behaviour in
this case: if a user decides to use the
Continue from here command to evaluate the
degradation of a certain product, the application does not start the reaction generation
automatically. This happens because there is not yet any input to the previous workflow
steps of the application.
In this situation, CRAFT Explorer loads the selected the degradation product into the first
workflow step page as an imported molecule and switches to the first workflow step,
allowing the specification of the structure pre-processing plug-ins, reaction generation
options and finally, executing the reaction generation. As soon as the reaction generation
step is passed, the newly generated degradation pathway is also loaded into the
degradation tree of the Results and report page where it can be further analyzed.
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8.

Bundled CRAFT Explorer plug-ins

The CRAFT Explorer application comes with several plug-ins for the structure preprocessing and collecting (external) data for the reports. This section describes the plugins bundled with the default distribution of CRAFT Explorer.

8.1.

MN.Tautomer plug-in

This plug-in allows one to generate the tautomeric forms of the molecules. It employs for
this purpose an external program –
TAUTOMER (see the product web site at
http://www.molecular-networks.com/software/tautomer/index.html for more information).
The plug-in can either work with a web service of TAUTOMER or call a locally installed
executable file of the program. The plug-in can generate either only one, the most
favorable tautomeric form of a molecule, or all the possible tautomers.
The following picture illustrates the control panel of the MN.Tautomer plug-in (Figure 41):

Figure 41

Control panel of the MN.Tautomer plug-in

The plug-in requires that the location of the web service or the locally installed executable
file is provided before the plug-in can be used.
At the time of writing, the web service for TAUTOMER is in beta state and after the
testing
and
finalization
will
be
available
at
the
following
address:
http://www.molecular-networks.com/online_demos/tmserver.php. Alternatively, one can
download a demo version of
TAUTOMER at the web site of Molecular Networks
(http://www.molecular-networks.com) to employ the plug-in functionality.
In both cases, either the URL of the web service or the full path to the tautomer.exe local
executable file should be input into the path or web service address input field on the
control panel. Pressing the
button will write the given URL or path to the configuration
file of the plug-in so that next time it is being loaded, the URL or path of the
TAUTOMER service is restored.
The plug-in provides an option to control how many tautomers should be generated –
either enumerating all the possible tautomeric forms of a molecule, or only returning the
most favorable one.
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Please note that an active Internet connection is required to use the plug-in with
a web service. The connection should be active during the entire run time of the
CRAFT Explorer application – i.e., until the reaction generation step is
completed. Otherwise, the CRAFT Explorer application may behave
unexpectedly if the Internet connection breaks while the TAUTOMER plug-in
is used.

8.2.

CDK Resonance Structure Generator plug-in

The resonance structure generator is a plug-in that tries to generate various resonance
structures of the molecules by means provided in CDK. Namely, this plug-in employs the
StructureResonanceGenerator
class
provided
by
the
CDK
1.0.2
org.openscience.cdk.tools package. For more information about the algorithm
and which resonance structures are generated by this class, please refer to the
documentation provided by CDK.

Figure 42

Control panel of CDK Resonance structure generator plug-in

Options provided by the control panel of the plug-in reflect the two different methods
implemented by the StructureResonanceGenerator class. The option Only
structures with the same or higher sum of bond orders explicitly calls the
getStructures(IAtomContainer) method that, according to the API documentation,
tries to enumerate the resonance structures so that they will “… have the same sum of
bond orders or higher”. Alternatively, the option Generate all possible structures
employs getAllStructures(IAtomContainer) which tries to enumerate all possible
resonance structures of a molecule.

8.3.

CDK Structure Checker plug-in

The CDK Structure Checker plug-in performs the check of the structure validity and, if
necessary, adjusts bond orders. It employs the newSaturate(IAtomContainer)
method of the SaturationChecker class in org.openscience.cdk.tools package
of CDK 1.0.2. This method does not have any control parameters.

Figure 43

Control panel of CDK Structure Checker plug-in

For more information about the used saturation method and its limitation please refer to
the documentation provided by CDK.
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8.4.

ToxTree plug-in

The ToxTree plug-in allows one to evaluate the toxicity of the candidate chemicals and its
degradation
products
by
means
of
the
ToxTree
program
[http://ecb.jrc.ec.europa.eu/qsar/qsar-tools/index.php?c=TOXTREE]. In order to use the
plug-in, the ToxTree application must be installed locally and an additional module should
be installed into the ToxTree installation directory.
8.4.1.

Installation of the ToxTree plug-in stub application

Please download and install the ToxTree application. For the download link and additional
information please visit the JRC web site at:
http://ecb.jrc.ec.europa.eu/qsar/qsar-tools/index.php?c=TOXTREE

CRAFT stub
application for
the ToxTree

ToxTree
executable
JAR file

Figure 44

Installing mn-toxtree-stub.jar into the ToxTree installation directory

After installing the ToxTree application, an additional stub application must be installed
since it is required by the plug-in. To install it, please copy the mn-toxtree-stub.jar file
located in the toxtree-stub folder of the CRAFT installation directory (see Figure 1) to the
directory where ToxTree was installed – namely, near to the ToxTree-1.xx.jar file (see
Figure 44). This step is necessary to be able to call the ToxTree application from within
CRAFT Explorer.
As soon as the stub application is installed, it is necessary to initialize the configuration file
of the plug-in. To do so, please
 start the CRAFT Explorer application,
 load any previously generated degradation pathway or perform a simple degradation
evaluation to reach the Results and report page,
 load the ToxTree plug-in and press the
selection dialog

Browse button – this opens a standard file
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 navigate to the installation directory of the ToxTree application and point to the
mn-toxtree-stub.jar file and press the Open button of the file selection dialog
 wait until the control panel of the plug-in is loaded and populated
When you load the ToxTree plug-in it queries the installed ToxTree application for the
available toxicity models and display a set of checkboxes (see Figure 45). Putting a mark
in a checkbox commands the plug-in to call the ToxTree application for every molecule
while generating a report to get the prediction using the checked model.

Figure 45

Control panel of the ToxTree plug-in

The plug-in enumerates all the installed ToxTree models when it is loaded or when the
path to the ToxTree stub application has been changed. It may take a while before the
control panel of the plug-in gets populated with the checkboxes.
The ToxTree application itself, and correspondingly the plug-in, both have the following
limitation. If a toxicity model being evaluated requires a physico-chemical property or
descriptor value to make a decision about the toxicity of a compound, the ToxTree
application pops up a dialog window asking the user to input the missing data. Therefore,
in a batch mode, where no interaction with the user is possible, the ToxTree application
would stick waiting indefinitely for the input. Because of that, and while the ToxTree plugin also does not imply any interaction with the user while evaluating a toxicity model, there
is a default timeout of 10 seconds set for the ToxTree application. If there is no result
returned from the ToxTree application within 10 seconds – does not matter whether it just
could not complete its calculations or it did open a dialog box – the application gets
terminated and the result will be written into the report.
The ToxTree models that potentially could require users’ interaction are marked with the
red text color in the plug-in control panel. If user tries to activate such a model, a warning
dialog box is shown (Figure 46):

Figure 46

Warning message shown by the ToxTree plug-in

Answering Yes to this dialog box would effectively remove the default timeout for the
ToxTree so that the program will, if a dialog window is shown, wait for the user input. Note
that this may cause the CRAFT Explorer to stop responding until any ToxTree dialog
boxes are visible.
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8.5.

PubChem plug-in

The PubChem plug-in provides the ability to search for the chemicals in the online
database of PubChem [http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/] (Figure 47). The plug-in employs
the PubChem User Gateway interface – PUG – provided by PubChem and described at
the PubChem web site [http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pug_soap/pug_soap_help.html].
Access to the PUG interface is performed by means of a SOAP implementation layer, see
[http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pug_soap/examples/java_axis/java_axis.html] for more
information.

Figure 47

Control panel of the PubChem plug-in

Please note that an active Internet connection is required to use this plug-in.
The connection should be active during the entire time while the CRAFT
Explorer generates the report.

By default, the plug-in makes a web query to the PubChem database looking up the
candidate chemical and its degradation products. The IUPAC names of the found records
as well as the PubChem compound identifiers (CIDs) are collected for the report. If the
Generate HTML links for PubChem CID checkbox is checked, the plug-in puts for every
found CID entry a web link of the following type:
http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/summary/summary.cgi?cid=#####
where ##### is the compound identifier of the found molecule.
If the checkbox is not checked, the CIDs of the found PubChem compounds are simply
collected in the report as a comma-separated list.
Since the PubChem web site might be quite loaded by multiple simultaneous queries from
the users all over the world, the plug-in tries to repeat up to three times its search
requests in case an error has been detected. If after the third attempt it still could not
faultlessly communicate with the PubChem service, it stops any further attempts and
returns an error message that will be put into the report.
The PubChem plug-in tries to cache the found results in a local database table so that
next time a degradation pathway will contain a product previously found by the plug-in in
the PubChem database, the cached results could be directly read from the local database
speeding up the report generation and reducing the network traffic.

8.6.

CDK Descriptor calculator plug-in

The CDK descriptor calculator plug-in allows one to calculate various atomic, bond and
molecular descriptors for the candidate chemicals and its degradation products (Figure
47). A table of computed descriptors will be added to the report for every molecule being
reported.
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Figure 48

Control panel of CDK Descriptors Calculator plug-in

In order to select which descriptors should be computed, the plug-in has the
button –
by pressing it users open a dialog window where the descriptors can be selected for the
report (Figure 49)

Figure 49

Dialog box to select descriptors for the descriptors calculator plug-in

After the necessary descriptors are selected, pressing the
confirming the selection made.

OK button closes this dialog

The variety of available descriptors is provided by CDK built-in calculation methods. For
more details about the implemented calculators and algorithms they are using, please
refer to the CDK documentation.
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9.

Example of the use of CRAFT Explorer

The following example demonstrates a selection of the CRAFT Explorer functions used to
evaluate the environmental degradation of atrazine (Figure 50).

Figure 50

Degradation of atrazine – step 1 – specifying the input structure

After drawing the structure of atrazine in the JChemPaint editor panel, press the
Next
button to commit the molecule input and to switch to the second workflow step (Figure
51).
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Figure 51

Degradation of atrazine – step 2 – specifying the structure preprocessing

The second workflow step - Structure pre-processing page – allows the specification of
various structure pre-processing methods. For this example, in order to ensure that the
structures of all the generated products will be analyzed for the tautomeric
transformations, load the CRAFT TAUTOMER plug-in and specify that only the most
favorable tautomer should be generated. Then, press the
Next button to commit the
input and to switch to the next workflow step.
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Figure 52

Degradation of atrazine – step 3 – specifying the reaction generation
options

On the Reaction generation options page (Figure 52) a selection of reaction rules
should be made. In order to evaluate all possibilities of the degradation, simply select all
the reaction rules under the UM-BBD likelihood model tree node.
To evaluate as many possible degradation products as possible, select the Try
generating all possible steps radio button in the Stop criteria block. This option may,
however, cause memory problems, thus, it still makes sense to limit the number of
generated products by checking the Use likelihood threshold checkbox. Set the overall
likelihood threshold value to 0.50 (Possible) in order to generate all possible degradation
products with the overall likelihood of 50 percent.
When generating all the possible degradation steps in a degradation pathway, it also
makes sense to check the Complete multi-applicable reactions in one step option.
This will make the degradation pathway more compact.
Finally, check the Process intermediate products with plugins checkbox in order to
make the application to submit all the intermediate products to the CRAFT TAUTOMER
plug-in.
Now, press the

Next button to commit the input and to switch to the next workflow step.
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Figure 53

Degradation of atrazine – step 4 –reaction generation

At the fourth workflow step of the CRAFT Explorer, the degradation reactions are
generated and evaluated. Press the
Start button to begin the experiment. As soon as
the reaction generator has started, it will print log messages in the log area of the page
(Figure 53). The generation itself will take a while. On a regular Windows ® XP
Professional (SP3) workstation with a single core CPU at 2.2 GHz and 2 GB of RAM,
running the CRAFT Explorer application and the MySQL database server hosting the
CRAFT knowledge base the evaluation takes approximately 10 minutes. As soon as it is
finished, a dialog box appears informing that the reaction generation has completed.
Close this dialog box and press the
Next button to switch to the last application page.
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Figure 54

Degradation of atrazine – step 5 – analyzing results. The degradation tree
preview page.

The last workflow page - Results and report – initially will show the degradation tree
preview page. Inspect the degradation tree for the products that have been generated.
The generated degradation pathway is shown in the tree control (as seen on Figure 54) as
Degradation pathway 1. Each time you select a new product node in the tree, the
sequence of the molecules starting from the atrazine and ending at the currently selected
product will be displayed. Each separate product can be selected in the tree so that the
basic degradation reactions can be exported at this time.
Click the
button to see how it influences the rendering of the molecules. Use the slider
control to change the scale of separate molecules displayed. Also try to right-click a
product picture to open the context menu and to see which reaction rule has been used to
generate the product. Inspect the reaction rule display and the example reactions to see if
the reactants and products of them do resemble the molecules in the current degradation
pathway.
After investigating the degradation tree preview page, switch to the product preview page
(Figure 55).
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Figure 55

Degradation of atrazine – step 5 – analyzing results. The product preview
page showing the products list.

The product preview page initially displays a ranked list of the degradation products and
an empty 2D structure page. Switching now to the degradation diagram page will show a
total overview of the degradation diagram (Figure 56).
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Figure 56

Degradation of atrazine – step 5 – analyzing results. The product preview
page showing the total degradation pathway diagram.

This view is rather cluttered and complex. Anyway, clicking the boxes of the diagram, one
can inspect the products represented by them, while the arrows represent single
degradation reactions – color-coded and labelled according to the likelihood of every
single reaction.
Selecting a product in the product list changes the degradation diagram view (Figure 57).
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Figure 57

Degradation of atrazine – step 5 – analyzing results. The product preview
page showing the degradation pathway diagram for the selected product.

Degradation diagram of a selected product only shows up to ten unique shortest
degradation paths within the total degradation diagram that lead to the product.
The layout of the diagram can be manually adjusted by dragging its elements. When a
block of the diagram is left-clicked, a small display window pops up showing the molecule
depiction that corresponds to the current block.
The products can be selected and exported as a molecular file, e.g. SDF. Users can
explicitly select specific entries in the product list. Alternatively, there is a context menu to
select/deselect all products or to select only the products with the likelihood above a
specified threshold. When all necessary products are selected, pressing the
Export products button will open a standard file selection dialog to choose the export
destination.
Switch to the 2D structure page to display only the 2D depiction of currently selected
product. Again, there are the scale slider to adjust the image size and the
toggle on or off the depiction of hydrogen atoms.
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Figure 58

Rename the degradation pathway in the pathway manager.

Before starting with the report generation, the degradation pathway that is currently
named as Degradation pathway 1 may be renamed to a more reasonable name
Degradation of atrazine. To do this, open the pathway manager using
Pathway 
Manage… command (Figure 58). Double click the name Degradation
pathway 1 and change it. Press then the Enter key to confirm the changes made. Now,
hit the
Load button to load the renamed degradation pathway into the CRAFT
Explorer. It will replace the entry named Degradation pathway 1. Now select the
Reporting options page (Figure 59).
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Figure 59

Degradation of atrazine – step 5 – analyzing results. Reporting options
page.

On this page, the content of the report, the level of details put into it as well as the
methods for collecting the external data, are defined. First of all, decide which of the
generated products should be reported. If some products have been explicitly selected
beforehand on the degradation tree preview page, there is the default setting Include
only products of selected reactions. Alternatively, one can use the overall likelihood
threshold and select only those products with the higher likelihood values ignoring the
explicit selection.
Try both selection mechanisms to choose the one that better suits you in a specific case.
For this example, select the Include product with overall likelihood above option and
adjust the threshold slider to the value of 0.70 (Likely).
Now, to specify the maximal level of details in the report, leave all the check boxes
marked as they are by default. This would produce the maximally detailed report.
Then, for this example, load the CRAFT PubChem lookup plug-in to collect the IUPAC
names of the candidate compound and its degradation products, if these will be found at
PubChem site.
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Figure 60

Degradation of atrazine – step 5 – analyzing results. ToxTree plug-in
loaded.

To provide even more details about the degradation products and the candidate
compound, select in the list of available data collection plug-ins the CRAFT ToxTree plugin entry and press the
Load button (Figure 60).
Note that the ToxTree plug-in must be installed and configured beforehand as
described in section “ToxTree plug-in”!

As soon as the control panel of the plug-in appears, check – for example – Cramer rules
and Benigni / Bossa rulebase to predict the toxicity estimations using these two
methods.
Now, the content of the report is defined and the necessary plug-ins are selected. Leave
the report formatting options as they are and press the
Create report button. A dialog
window asking for the report file location appears (Figure 61). Specify the location and the
name of the output file and press the Save button.
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Figure 61

Dialog to specify the destination of the report file

After this, the report progress window appears (Figure 62). It will display the log messages
and indicate the progress of the report generation.

Figure 62
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As soon as the report generation is completed, an information dialog window will pop up.
Press the OK button to close it – the report is now ready (Figure 63).

Figure 63

Report generation completed
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10. Troubleshooting
10.1. Memory problems
The generation of multiple degradation products may cause memory problems, especially
if the stop criteria allow too many degradation steps to be generated and/or the candidate
chemical is complex enough and many reaction rules can be applied to it. Namely, the
application may fail with an Out of memory error. If this happens, try to save the project
file to preserve all the currently made settings and candidate compound(s) and then
restart the application. Then load the project that has just been created and adjust the
stop criteria and/or refine the selection of the reaction rules before trying the reaction
generation again. Alternatively, one can also employ the project file in batch mode that
does not use the GUI and thus requires less memory – see section “Batch mode usage”
for more information.

10.2. Manual run (*.bat file)
The CRAFT Explorer application itself is stored in the executable JAR file mn-craft.jar
located in the installation directory. The binary executable CRAFT.Explorer-v.1.0.exe is
simply a launcher application that starts the Java virtual machine and loads the CRAFT
Explorer application into it. The launcher application tries to configure the Java runtime so
that it requires at least 512MB of the operating memory (RAM) for the operation. If a PC is
equipped with a larger amount of RAM, it might be useful not to use the executable
launcher but to call the CRAFT Explorer directly with a customized batch file. An example
content of such a file might look like that:
@echo off
javaw.exe –Xms1024M –Xmx1024M -splash:craft-splash.png -jar mn-craft.jar

Note that the location of the javaw.exe file – the Java runtime executable on Windows ®
platforms – must be either given explicitly or be indicated in the system PATH variable.
The highlighted value 1024M indicates a memory amount of 1GB that the Java runtime
can use. Please make sure that these numbers match to the really available memory of a
PC.
To use such a custom launcher, save the text above in a batch file, e.g. craft.bat in the
same directory where the JAR file mn-craft.jar is located. Now this batch file can be used
to run the CRAFT Explorer application.

10.3. Log file location
The CRAFT Explorer application uses a flexible logging system to keep track about the
events happening during run-time. The initial releases of the application still may produce
very detailed logs (so-called debug mode logs) while the final version will only keep track
of the critical errors and warnings.
Either way, the log file of the CRAFT Explorer is quite useful in case the application
behaves unexpectedly or there are error messages shown, or the application crashes etc.
In such cases, please inspect the log file which can be found in the temporary folder under
the name craft.log. If the location of the temporary folder is not clear, simply search for the
file named craft.log using the Windows ® Explorer or other available tools.
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If the CRAFT Explorer application has been run in batch mode, there is additionally a
batch log created – see section “Batch mode usage” for details.

10.4. Reporting an error
In case the CRAFT Explorer application crashes or there is a reproducible error, please
do the following:
 Close the CRAFT Explorer application, if it is still running
 Locate and delete the log file craft.log
 Start the CRAFT Explorer application
 Reproduce the situation when the error occurs
 Close the application if it is still running
 Locate again the log file craft.log and attach it to the error report
 Describe the error, the circumstances how it occurs and how to reproduce it
 If possible, attach also the structures of the chemicals that were used for the run
 If a modified CRAFT knowledge base have been used for the run, please prepare the
database export file and attach it to the error report
 If a project file has been used for the run, also attach it to the error report
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